POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji : April 3, 2017

Power shut down has been arranged on 11KV Nagargao feeder on April 4, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. Areas affected are villages under V.P. Nagargao, Savarde.

Similarly on 11 KV Bhironda feeder on April 5, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. Areas affected are Vantem LS, Bokiwadi village.

On 11 KV Guirim feeder on April 5, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. Areas affected are Green Park, Xell Bastora Dempo Showroom, St. Anthony waddo, Aradi Gurim, Perxet waddo, Jackni waddo, Alva-Mar, Aradi-Guirim, Parra and surrounding areas.

And on 11 KV Parra feeder from Nagoa substation on April 6, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. Areas affected are Lingabhat, Brittowaddo, Saliswaddo, B.Aradi, Carrascowaddo, Parra bhati, Jackniwaddo and surrounding areas.